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Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 

Early Literacy and Reading 

Assessments 
X X X X X X 

Maze Assessment   X X X X 
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MCAS - Science      X 

Literacy Benchmarks X X X X X X 
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Performance Tasks   X X X X 
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Assessments Explained 

 Early Literacy and Reading Assessments: The Early Literacy & Reading Assessments are a group of assessments that measure literacy 

skills with one-minute fluency checks.  These are given three times a year (fall, winter, and spring) to regularly monitor students’ reading 

skills in grades K – 5.   

 Maze Assessment:  Maze is a reading comprehension assessment that students complete while reading silently.  It is a 3-minute timed 

test, and is administered to the whole class at once, in grades 2 – 5.  This assessment is given three times a year (fall, winter, and spring). 

 MCAS: The Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) is designed to meet the requirements of the Education Reform 

Law of 1993. This law specifies that the testing program must (1) test all public school students in Massachusetts, including students with 

disabilities and limited English proficient students, (2) measure performance based on the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework learning 

standards and (3) report on the performance of individual students, schools, and districts. As required by the Education Reform Law, 

students must pass the grade 10 tests in English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics as one condition of eligibility for a high school 

diploma (in addition to fulfilling local requirements). The MCAS program is used to hold schools and districts accountable for the 

progress they have made towards the objectives of the No Child Left Behind Law that requires all students be proficient in Reading/ELA 

and Mathematics by 2014.  Scores for grades 4-10: Advanced (260-280), Proficient (240-258), Needs Improvement (220-238) and 

Warning/Failing (200-218).  Scores for Reading grade 3: Above Proficient (43-48), Proficient (36-42), Needs Improvement (23-35) and 

Warning (0-22). Scores for Math grade 3: Above Proficient (36-40), Proficient (30-35), Needs Improvement (22-29) and Warning (0-21) 

 Local Benchmarks: Benchmarks are cumulative assessments given in mathematics and literacy. All students take part in these 

assessments. The math assessments are Duxbury teacher designed and administered three times per year. They are based on the math 

standards presented in the MA Curriculum Frameworks and are linked to the Everyday Mathematics program. The literacy benchmarks 

are designed by Scott-Foresman Pearson Company and are linked to match the units in our Reading Street program and the MA 

Curriculum Frameworks.  

 Performance Tasks: Performance tasks integrate creative problem solving that encourage productive thinking and problem solving in 

language arts, math, science, and social studies through an active learning format appropriate for kindergarten through high school 

students. The teacher presents students with a multi-level problem. Because of the open-ended nature, these problems respond to students' 

diversity in readiness, learning styles, interests, and talents. All students in mixed-ability classrooms can complete these performance 

tasks, but their solutions demonstrate very different degrees of complexity, vocabulary, depth, and resourcefulness. Teachers' observations 



document that students enjoy these enticing experiences and are motivated to excel. The tasks require students to demonstrate their 

thinking and skill mastery as they implement many of the problem solving steps to complete the task. 

 Characteristics:  
TEACHER 

Curious: keen observer; alert; inquisitive nature; questions the how and why of things; eager; pursues interests in depth. 

Rapid Learner: quickly masters facts; retains and applies information; needs minimal instruction on routine tasks. 

Sustains Involvement: demonstrates persistent goal-directed behavior; has long attention span; ignores distractions; not easily discouraged 

by setbacks; self-motivated. 

Socially Aware: sensitive and intuitive; empathizes with others; flexible and open in manner; concerned with values and ideals. 

Enjoys Reading: reads wide range of materials for information and pleasure, including advanced selections; uses reference works 

effectively at an early age. 

Verbally Proficient: possesses an advanced vocabulary; expresses him or herself fluently; communicates precisely and accurately; 

expresses his or her own opinions freely; shows humor; asks probing questions. 

Responsible: works independently; needs minimal directions; understands and accepts guidelines; organizes tasks, peers and events; often 

serves as a leader; respected by peers. 

Critical Thinker: analyses and is logical; reasons out complicated things; evaluates situations; uses common sense; expresses and accepts 

constructive criticism. 

Creative: imaginative, versatile and adaptable; flexible in ideas and actions; possesses problem-solving abilities; original and inventive; 

gives clever and witty responses. 

Generalizes: perceives and abstracts ideas; sees relationships; grasps underlying principles; makes valid assumptions about people, events 

and things; integrates areas of knowledge. 

Special Ability: possesses unusual interest and aptitude in an academic area; has exceptional mechanical ability; demonstrates talent or 

potential in one of the performing arts; sensitive to aesthetic quality and to the intrinsic beauty of things. 

Mathematically Proficient: possesses command of math facts; recognizes and extends patterns; strong spatial ability; multiple problem-

solving strategies; internalized number sense. 

PARENT 
Reflective: when asked a complex question or given a new task, tends to take time to think before jumping in 

Connective: makes connections with what is already known or tries to apply new information to other contexts 

Focused: stays attentive and alert when new or complex information is being given; long attention span 

Retentive: remembers information in vast  quantities easily 

Enjoys School: loves attending school and even plays school at home 

Enthusiastic: enters into most activities with eagerness 

Sensitive to Problems: ready to question or change situations, sees inconsistencies, suggests improvements 

Abstract Thinker: makes generalization and draws conclusions that summarize complex information easily 

Persistent in own Interests: tries to follow through on self-initiated work 

Curious: pursues interests to satisfy own curiosity; wants to know why and how 

Perceptive: is alert, observant beyond years 

Aesthetically Response: responds to beauty and art 

Independent Thinker: follows own ideas, rather than others’ 

Sensitive to Others: easily understands how others feel and think; easily hurt by others’ negative actions 

Independence: uses own set of values to dictate behavior; concerned with free expression of own ideas 

Sensitive to Ideas, Stories: upset with sad, negative, hurtful events related through some form of communication 

Independent in Action: plans, organizes activities; evaluates results 



Processing Speed: learns new information easily; recalls rote information rapidly 

Verbal: learned to speak and read considerably earlier than agemates; uses extensive vocabulary 

Fair: looks out for welfare of others; compassionate; concerned with justice and fairness 

Sense of Humor: can laugh at self; enjoys lighter moments; sensitive to hidden meanings, puns 

Self-accepting: understands, accepts owns feelings, thoughts and how to best learn; views self realistically 

Intense: highly motivated and skilled in a specific subject area or domain 

Self-critical: mistrusts own ability; lower self-concept than agemates; hard on self in self-evaluation 

Achievement Need: strong drive to be the ‘best,’ be recognized as expert, master domain of knowledge or set of skills 

Persistent in Assigned Tasks: concerned with completions and follow through when given a task to do 

Elaborate: concerned with detail, complexity; involved with implications of situation 

Dominant: assets self with influence in group situations 

Uneven: is not balanced in skill and abilities; very good in some things but not in everything 

Flexible: approaches ideas from a number of perspectives; is adaptable 

Structurer: shapes the environment around self so comfortable; negotiates tasks to suit own needs, interests 

Risk-taker: takes mental, emotional and physical risks easily 

Tolerant of Ambiguity: comfortable in ‘messy’ contexts and with ill-structured tasks which seem impossible to solve 

Confident: feels can produce at will; positive about own abilities 

Inner Locos of Control: attributes success and failure to own efforts and ability 

Fluent: produces large number of ideas easily 

Original: uses original methods; creates unusual, unique products 

Imaginative: freely responds to ideas, produces mental images, fanciful insights  

Physically Expressive: enjoys physical activities as means of self-expression 

Energy Level: has available pep and vigor for carrying on most activities 

Task Analytic: breaks down tasks into sequential steps through backwards planning 

Global Scanner: scans complex information quickly to pick out important items 

Perceptual Perspective: can orient self and figures in space easily 

Popular: others enjoy and want to be with this person 

Accepting of Others: relates to others with genuine interest, concern; seeks out others, is warm 

Physically Able: coordinated, agile; participates well in organized games 

Socially Mature: able to work with others; can give and take; sensitive to others’ wants 

Happy: cheerful; has satisfied look on face most of time 

Emotionally Controlled: expresses and displays emotions appropriately  

Stable: can cope with normal frustrations of living; adjusts easily to change 

Associative: finds similarities, differences between cognitive, verbal and visual pairs easily 

 


